
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1

An ___________ system is a program that acts 

as an interface between the software and the 

computer hardware.

Cooperating Operating Programming Computer

2
_______ real-time systems guarantee that 

critical tasks complete on time.
Soft Bond Hard Exact 

3
A thread is also called

Light Weight 

Process(LWP)

Heavy Weight 

Process(HWP) Process Program

4
A thread shares with other thread belonging to 

the same process its thread ID Program Counter register set and stack

code section and data 

section

5
A process can be single threaded multithreaded

both single and 

multithreaded none of the above

6
A heavy weight process

has multiple threads of 

execution

has a single thread of 

execution

can have multiple or a 

single thread for execution none of the mentioned

7
A process having multiple threads of control 

implies _____

it can do more than one 

task at a time

it can do only one task at a 

time, but much faster

it has to use only one thread 

per process none of the mentioned

8

Resource sharing helps ___________

share the memory and 

resources of the process to 

which the threads belong

an application have several 

different threads of 

activity all within the same 

address space

reduce the address space 

that a process could 

potentially use all of the mentioned

9 The kernel is _______ of user threads. a part of the creator of unaware of aware of

10

Which of the following mutithreading model 

maps many user level threads to one kernel 

thread? Many to One Model One to Many Model Many to Many Model One to One Model

11 A ________ is a program in execution. Process Thread Application Software

12

User Threads

are supported above the 

kernel and are managed 

without the kernel support

are supported below the 

kernel and are managed 

without the kernel support

are supported above the 

kernel and are managed 

with the kernel support

are supported below 

the kernel and are 

managed with the 

kernel support

13

Kernel Threads

cannot be supported and 

managed directly by the 

operating system

can be supported and 

managed directly by the 

operating system

are supported below the 

kernel and are managed 

without kernel support None of the above

14
When a thread needs to wait for an event it 

will Block Execute Terminate Update
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15
In a pure Kernel Level Thread facility all of 

work of thread management is done by the

Application Program

Kernel Threads

16
In many to one multithreading model many 

user level threads are attached to one register operating system one kernel thread other threads

17 The kernel dispatcher keeps track of all ready Systems Registers Threads Buffers

18
Event for which a thread block occurs the 

thread is moved to the ready Buffer Memory Registers Queue

19
_________ Time is the amount of time taken

to execute a particular process
Throughput Seek Turnaround Goal

20
Which module gives control of the CPU to the 

process selected by the short-term scheduler? dispatcher interrupt scheduler none of the mentioned

21

What is Inter process communication?

allows processes to 

communicate and 

synchronize their actions 

when using the same 

address space

allows processes to 

communicate and 

synchronize their actions 

without using the same 

address space

allows the processes to only 

synchronize their actions 

without communication none of the mentioned

22 Message passing system allows processes to 

__________

communicate with one 

another without resorting 

to shared data

communicate with one 

another by resorting to 

shared data share data

name the recipient or 

sender of the message

23
Which of the following two operations are 

provided by the IPC facility? write & delete message delete & receive message send & delete message

receive & send 

message

24

What is FIFO algorithm?

first executes the job that 

came in last in the queue

first executes the job that 

came in first in the queue

first executes the job that 

needs minimal processor

first executes the job 

that has maximum 

processor needs

25

The strategy of making processes that are 

logically runnable to be temporarily suspended 

is called ____________

Non preemptive 

scheduling Preemptive scheduling Shortest job first First come First served

26
The RR algorithm is _____ preemptive non-preemptive

either preemptive or non-

preemptive all of the mentioned

27 The time required to create a new thread in an 

existing process is:

greater than the time 

required to create a new 

process

less than the time required 

to create a new process

equal to the time required to 

create a new process none of the mentioned

28
Termination of the process terminates 

___________ first thread of the process

first two threads of the 

process

all threads within the 

process

no thread within the 

process

29
Which one of the following is not a valid state 

of a thread? running parsing ready blocked

30
The register context and stacks of a thread are 

deallocated when the thread? terminates blocks unblocks spawns

31 In how many ways Threads are implemented? Two Three Four Five

32 Multithreading models are _________ types? 2 3 4 5



33

What is true about thread?

Thread switching does not 

need to interact with 

operating system.

All threads can share same 

set of open files, child 

processes

Multiple threaded processes 

use fewer resources. all of the mentioned

34
 Which of the following is not an operating 

system? Windows linux oracle DOS

35

User can interact directly with the operating 

system through a user interface such as a 

command language or____________ Models GUI internal memory both A and B

36
BIOS is used?  By operating system By compiler by interpreter

by application 

software

37
Which is the Linux operating system?  Private operating system

 Windows operating 

system

 Open-source operating 

system both A and B

38
The operation that does not involves clock 

cycles is _________ Installation of a device Execute Fetch Decode

39

A circuitry that processes that responds to and 

processes the basic instructions that are 

required to drive a computer system is 

________ Memory ALU CU Processor

40
CPU consist of following parts CU and Main Memory CU and ALU CU and storage

operating sysytem 

architecture

41

A permanent memory, which halls data and 

instruction for start-up the computer and does 

not erase data after power off.  Network interface card CPU ROM RAM

42
Which of the following memories must be 

refreshed many times per second? EPROM ROM Static RAM Dynamic RAM

43

Which of the following places the common 

data elements in order from smallest to 

largest?

(A) Character, File, 

Record, Field, Database, 

File

Character, Record, Field, 

Database, File

Character, Field, Record, 

File, Database

Bit, Byte, Character, 

Record, Field, File, 

Database

44

What is true about memory unit?

A  memory unit is the 

collection of storage units 

or devices together.

 The memory unit stores 

the binary information in 

the form of bits. Both A and B

memory unit used to 

implement processor

45
The fastest data access is provided using 

_______ Cache DRAM's SRAM's Registers

46

Which of the following is true?

To overcome the slow 

operating speeds of the 

secondary memory we 

make use of faster flash 

drives.

If we use the flash drives 

instead of the harddisks, 

then the secondary storage 

can go above primary 

memory in the hierarchy.

In the memory hierarchy, as 

the speed of operation 

increases the memory size 

also increases. Both A and C

47
memory of computer which is used to speed up 

th processing ROM Cache memory BOIS RAM

48
Which of the following system call is used for 

duplicating file descriptor? dup decr exev exv



49
____________system call use to create a new 

process link() kill() fork() create()

50
When we execute a C program, CPU runs in 

____ mode. user  kernel supervisory system

51
The chmod command invokes the ____ system 

call. chmod ch read change

52
For reading input, which of the following 

system call is used? write rd  read change

53
Which of the following mode is used for 

opening a file in both reading and writing? O_RDONLY O_WRONLY  O_RDWR  O_WDR

54

Computer has a built-in system clock that 

emits millions of regularly spaced electric 

pulses per _____ called clock cycles. seconds milliseconds microseconds minute

55
A process can be single threaded multithreaded

both single and 

multithreaded none of the above

56
A heavy weight process

has multiple threads of 

execution

has a single thread of 

execution

can have multiple or a 

single thread for execution none of the mentioned

57
A process having multiple threads of control 

implies _____

it can do more than one 

task at a time

it can do only one task at a 

time, but much faster

it has to use only one thread 

per process none of the mentioned

58

Resource sharing helps ___________

share the memory and 

resources of the process to 

which the threads belong

an application have several 

different threads of 

activity all within the same 

address space

reduce the address space 

that a process could 

potentially use all of the mentioned

59 The kernel is _______ of user threads. a part of the creator of unaware of aware of

60

Which of the following mutithreading model 

maps many user level threads to one kernel 

thread? Many to One Model One to Many Model Many to Many Model One to One Model

61

User Threads

are supported above the 

kernel and are managed 

without the kernel support

are supported below the 

kernel and are managed 

without the kernel support

are supported above the 

kernel and are managed 

with the kernel support

are supported below 

the kernel and are 

managed with the 

kernel support

62

Kernel Threads

cannot be supported and 

managed directly by the 

operating system

can be supported and 

managed directly by the 

operating system

are supported below the 

kernel and are managed 

without kernel support None of the above

63
When a thread needs to wait for an event it 

will Block Execute Terminate Update

64
In a pure Kernel Level Thread facility all of 

work of thread management is done by the

Application Program

Kernel Threads

65
In many to one multithreading model many 

user level threads are attached to one register operating system one kernel thread other threads

66 The kernel dispatcher keeps track of all ready Systems Registers Threads Buffers



67
Event for which a thread block occurs the 

thread is moved to the ready Buffer Memory Registers Queue

68
Which module gives control of the CPU to the 

process selected by the short-term scheduler? dispatcher interrupt scheduler none of the mentioned

69

What is Inter process communication?

allows processes to 

communicate and 

synchronize their actions 

when using the same 

address space

allows processes to 

communicate and 

synchronize their actions 

without using the same 

address space

allows the processes to only 

synchronize their actions 

without communication none of the mentioned

70 Message passing system allows processes to 

__________

communicate with one 

another without resorting 

to shared data

communicate with one 

another by resorting to 

shared data share data

name the recipient or 

sender of the message

71
Which of the following two operations are 

provided by the IPC facility? write & delete message delete & receive message send & delete message

receive & send 

message

72

What is FIFO algorithm?

first executes the job that 

came in last in the queue

first executes the job that 

came in first in the queue

first executes the job that 

needs minimal processor

first executes the job 

that has maximum 

processor needs

73

The strategy of making processes that are 

logically runnable to be temporarily suspended 

is called ____________

Non preemptive 

scheduling Preemptive scheduling Shortest job first First come First served

74
The RR algorithm is _____ preemptive non-preemptive

either preemptive or non-

preemptive all of the mentioned

75 The time required to create a new thread in an 

existing process is:

greater than the time 

required to create a new 

process

less than the time required 

to create a new process

equal to the time required to 

create a new process none of the mentioned

76
Termination of the process terminates 

___________ first thread of the process

first two threads of the 

process

all threads within the 

process

no thread within the 

process

77
Which one of the following is not a valid state 

of a thread? running parsing ready blocked

78
The register context and stacks of a thread are 

deallocated when the thread? terminates blocks unblocks spawns

79 In how many ways Threads are implemented? Two Three Four Five

80 Multithreading models are _________ types? 2 3 4 5

1

The ________ is used for the dynamic memory 

allocation, and is managed via calls to new, 

delete, malloc, free, etc.

Beep Heap Stack Queue

2

__________ Counter is a pointer to the address 

of the next instruction to be executed for this 

process.

Program Stack Process Application
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3

The process address __________ is the set of 

logical addresses that a process references in 

its code.

Spice Area Mapping space

4

Main Memory refers to a________ memory 

that is the internal memory to the computer virtual  physical short flash

5

________ is the process of bringing in each 

process in main memory Paging Booting Swapping Poping

6

________ occurs in a dynamic memory 

allocation system when most of the free blocks 

are too small to satisfy any request. Fragmentation Detection Looping Swapping

7

The difference between allocated and required 

memory is known as ___________ External fragmentation Internal fragmentation Overall Fragmentation

General 

Fragmentation

8

physical memory is divided into blocks of 

equal size called _______ Sheets Memory Docs Pages

9

A _____ Table is the data structure used by a 

virtual memory system Page Track Sector Partition

10

A Page Table is to store the mapping between 

_____address  and physical addresses. main external internal virtual 

11

Segmentation allows breaking of the virtual 

address space of a single process into 

_________ pages segments partition block

12 Logical address have _____ parts 1 2 3 4

13

The mapping from virtual address to physical 

address must be fast slow very slow very fast

14

______ is a unique tag, usually a number 

identifies the file within the file system. File identifier File name File type File space

15 File type can be represented by ____________ file name  file extension file identifier file space

16

Which file is a sequence of bytes organized 

into blocks understandable by the system’s 

linker? object file source file  executable file  text file

17  What is the mounting of file system? crating of a filesystem deleting a filesystem

 attaching portion of the file 

system into a directory 

structure

removing the portion 

of the file system into 

a directory structure

18 Mapping of file is managed by ____________  file metadata virtual memory page table file system

19

Mapping of network file system protocol to 

local file system is done by ____________ network file system local file system volume manager remote mirror

20

Which one of the following explains the 

sequential file access method?

random access according 

to the given byte number

 read bytes one at a time, 

in order

read/write sequentially by 

record

read/write randomly 

by record

21

To create a new file application program calls 

____________ basic file system  logical file system file-organisation module file system 



22

 The data structure used for file directory is 

called ____________  mount table hash table file table  process table

23

 In which type of allocation method each file 

occupy a set of contiguous block on the disk? contiguous allocation dynamic-storage allocation  linked allocation indexed allocation

24

If the block of free-space list is free then bit 

will ____________ 1 0 3 2

25

The information about all files is kept in 

____________  swap space  operating system  seperate directory structure app

26 A file is a/an _______ data type. abstract  primitive  public private

27

 The operating system keeps a small table 

containing information about all open files 

called ____________  system table  open-file table  file table  directory table

28

The open file table has a/an _______ 

associated with each file.  file content  file permission open count close count

29

Which of the following are the two parts of the 

file name? name & identifier identifier & type extension & name type & extension

30  For a direct access file ____________

there are restrictions on 

the order of reading and 

writing

there are no restrictions on 

the order of reading and 

writing

access is restricted 

permission wise

access is not restricted 

permission wise

31 The index contains ____________

names of all contents of 

file pointers to each page

pointers to the various 

blocks pointer to segment

32

 Which of the following are the types of Path 

names? absolute & relative local & global global & relative relative & local

33

An absolute path name begins at the 

_____________ leaf stem  current directory root

34

A relative path name begins at the 

_____________ leaf  stem current directory root

35

A file can be defined as a data structure which 

stores the sequence of __________.
Data Information

Collection
Records

36

Device __________are software modules that 

can be plugged into an OS to handle a 

particular device.

Apps Drivers Conductors Pressers

37

Main Memory refers to a________ memory 

that is the internal memory to the computer virtual  physical short flash

38

________ is the process of bringing in each 

process in main memory Paging Booting Swapping Poping

39

________ occurs in a dynamic memory 

allocation system when most of the free blocks 

are too small to satisfy any request. Fragmentation Detection Looping Swapping

40

The difference between allocated and required 

memory is known as ___________ External fragmentation Internal fragmentation Overall Fragmentation

General 

Fragmentation



41

physical memory is divided into blocks of 

equal size called _______ Sheets Memory Docs Pages

42

A _____ Table is the data structure used by a 

virtual memory system Page Track Sector Partition

43

A Page Table is to store the mapping between 

_____address  and physical addresses. main external internal virtual 

44

Segmentation allows breaking of the virtual 

address space of a single process into 

_________ pages segments partition block

45 Logical address have _____ parts 1 2 3 4

46

The mapping from virtual address to physical 

address must be fast slow very slow very fast

47 CD-ROM refers to __________  Floppy disk

Compact Disk-Read Only 

Memory

Compressed Disk-Read 

Only Memory

 Compressed Disk- 

Random Access 

Memory

48

If a higher priority process arrives and wants 

service, the memory manager can swap out the 

lower priority process to execute the higher 

priority process. When the higher priority 

process finishes, the lower priority process is 

swapped back in and continues execution. This 

variant of swapping is sometimes called? priority swapping pull out, push in roll out, roll in roll out, pull out

49

 ______ is a unique tag, usually a number 

identifies the file within the file system. File identifier File name File type file size

50  To create a file ____________

allocate the space in file 

system

make an entry for new file 

in directory

allocate the space in file 

system & make an entry for 

new file in directory Both A and B

51

Which file is a sequence of bytes organized 

into blocks understandable by the system’s 

linker? object file  source file executable file text file

52 Mapping of file is managed by ____________ file metadata page table virtual memory file system

53 What is the mounting of file system? crating of a filesystem deleting a filesystem

attaching portion of the file 

system into a directory 

structure

removing the portion 

of the file system into 

a directory structure

54

Which one of the following explains the 

sequential file access method?

random access according 

to the given byte number

read bytes one at a time, in 

order

read/write sequentially by 

record

read/write randomly 

by record

55  RAID stands for ____________

Redundant Allocation of 

Inexpensive Disks

 Redundant Array of 

Important Disks

Redundant Allocation of 

Independent Disks

Redundant Array of 

Independent Disks

56

The solution to the problem of reliability is the 

introduction of __________ aging scheduling  redundancy disks



57

RAID level ________ refers to disk arrays 

with striping at the level of blocks, but without 

any redundancy. 0 1 2 3

58 The information about all files is kept in : swap space operating system seperate directory structure Both A and B

59 A file is a/an _______ data type. abstract primitive public private

60

The operating system keeps a small table 

containing information about all open files 

called : system table open-file table file table directory table

61

The directory can be viewed as a _________ 

that translates file names into their directory 

entries. symbol table partition swap space  cache

62 What will happen in the single level directory?

All files are contained in 

different directories all at 

the same level

All files are contained in 

the same directory

Depends on the operating 

system Both A and C

63

The current directory contains, most of the 

files that are _____________

of current interest to the 

user

stored currently in the 

system  not used in the system

not of current interest 

to the system

64

Which of the following is not a part of all the 

versions of UNIX? Kernel and Shell  Commands and utilities Graphical user interface System Calls

65

 For larger page tables, they are kept in main 

memory and a __________ points to the page 

table. page table base register  page table base pointe page table register pointer page table base

66

Every address generated by the CPU is divided 

into two parts. They are ____________ frame bit & page number page number & page offset page offset & frame bit

frame offset & page 

offset

1 Stores information in fixed-size blocks output devices Block devices unblock devices memory

2 Delivers or accepts stream of characters Character devices Block devices Merge devices output

3 The data rate of Keyboard 10 bytes/sec 100 bytes/sec 1000bytes/secs 60 mb/sec

4 The data rate of Mouse 100 byres/sec 10 bytes/sec 100 bytes/sec 1000bytes/secs

5 The data rate of USB 2.0 60mb/sec 100 bytes/sec 1000bytes/secs 10 bytes/sec

6

The Peripheral devices that communicate with 

the machine through a connection point also 

called ______ usb points plug ports

7

a ____ is a collection of wires and a firmly 

defined protocol that describes a set of 

messages that can be sent on the wires bus control link wireless

8 the time to move the arm to the proper cylinder search delay seektime error

9 Input device is Keyboard printer msoffice cpu

10 output device is Keyboard printer msoffice cpu
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11

If one or more devices use a common set of 

wires to communicate with the computer 

system, the connection is called ______ CPU Monitor Wirefull Bus

12

The _________ present a uniform device-

access interface to the I/O subsystem, much as 

system calls provide a standard interface 

between the application and the operating 

system. Devices Buses Device drivers I/O systems

13

A ________ is a collection of electronics that 

can operate a port, a bus, or a device. controller driver host bus

14

The hardware mechanism that allows a device 

to notify the CPU is called _______ polling interrupt driver controlling

15

______ time is the time taken by the arm to 

move to the required track.
Seek Turnaround Goal Read

16

The operating system can provide 

system__________ to create, write, read, 

reposition, delete, and truncate files.

Function Process Calls Method

17

___________ means CPU grants I/O module 

authority to read from or write to memory 

without involvement.

Data Mode Access Double Memory Accept Direct Memory Access Direct Mode Access

18
RAID stands for _________________.

Redundant Arrays of 

Independent Disks
Real Array for Index Data Read Advance Idea Data

Repeat and Inward 

Data

19 GUI stands for _____________. Graphical Used Idea Grow User Interface Graphical User Interface Guide User Input 

20

_____________ Memory is the volatile 

computer memory which is very nearest to the 

CPU.

Cache HDD RAM Pendrive

21 What is a reusable resource?

that can be used by one 

process at a time and is 

not depleted by that use

that can be used by more 

than one process at a time

that can be shared between 

various threads none of the mentioned

22

The circular wait condition can be prevented 

by ___________

defining a linear ordering 

of resource types using thread using pipes all of the mentioned

23

Which one of the following is the deadlock 

avoidance algorithm? banker’s algorithm round-robin algorithm elevator algorithm karn’s algorithm

24

A problem encountered in multitasking when a 

process is perpetually denied necessary 

resources is called ____________ deadlock starvation inversion aging

25

Which one of the following is a visual ( 

mathematical ) way to determine the deadlock 

occurrence? resource allocation graph starvation graph inversion graph none of the mentioned

26 To avoid deadlock ____________

there must be a fixed 

number of resources to 

allocate

resource allocation must 

be done only once

all deadlocked processes 

must be aborted

inversion technique 

can be used

http://ecomputernotes.com/fundamental/introduction-to-computer/what-is-computer
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27

The wait-for graph is a deadlock detection 

algorithm that is applicable when 

____________

all resources have a single 

instance

all resources have multiple 

instances

all resources have a single 7 

multiple instances all of the mentioned

28

An edge from process Pi to Pj in a wait for 

graph indicates that _________

Pi is waiting for Pj to 

release a resource that Pi 

needs

Pj is waiting for Pi to 

release a resource that Pj 

needs

Pi is waiting for Pj to leave 

the system

Pj is waiting for Pi to 

leave the system

29

If the wait for graph contains a cycle 

___________

then a deadlock does not 

exist then a deadlock exists

then the system is in a safe 

state

either deadlock exists 

or system is in a safe 

state

30

If deadlocks occur frequently, the detection 

algorithm must be invoked ______ rarely frequently rarely & frequently none of the mentioned

31

The number of resources requested by a 

process ________

must always be less than 

the total number of 

resources available in the 

system

must always be equal to 

the total number of 

resources available in the 

system

must not exceed the total 

number of resources 

available in the system

must exceed the total 

number of resources 

available in the system

32 The request and release of resources are _____ command line statements interrupts system calls special programs

33

For a deadlock to arise, which of the following 

conditions must hold simultaneously? Mutual exclusion No preemption Hold and wait All of the mentioned

34

Deadlock prevention is a set of methods 

____________

to ensure that at least one 

of the necessary conditions 

cannot hold

to ensure that all of the 

necessary conditions do 

not hold

to decide if the requested 

resources for a process have 

to be given or not

to recover from a 

deadlock

35

Cost factors for process termination include 

_______

Number of resources the 

deadlock process is not 

holding

CPU utilization at the time 

of deadlock

Amount of time a 

deadlocked process has thus 

far consumed during its 

execution All of the mentioned

36

A deadlock avoidance algorithm dynamically 

examines the __________ to ensure that a 

circular wait condition can never exist. resource allocation state system storage state operating system resources

37

A system is in a safe state only if there exists a 

_____ safe allocation safe resource safe sequence all of the mentioned

1

_____________ is a form of virtualization 

software used in Cloud hosting to divide and 

allocate the resources on various pieces of 

hardware.

Cloning Hypervisor Supervisor Loader 

2

___________ virtualization is virtualizing a 

workstation load rather than a server. 
Application Network

Server
Desktop 

3

______________computing is a general term 

for anything that involves delivering hosted 

services over the Internet.

Cloud Sky Sea

Bulk
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4

A _____________ system contains multiple 

nodes that are physically separate but linked 

together using the network.

Centralized Spread 

Distributed 

Multi

5

A ___________ system is a computer system 

with multiple processors that are connected 

together to solve a problem. Multicomputer 

Centralized Core Distributed

6

The technology used to distribute service 

requests to resources is referred to as _____ load performing load scheduling load balancing all of the mentioned

7

_________ computing refers to applications 

and services that run on a distributed network Distributed Cloud Soft Parallel

8

Which of the following is essential concept 

related to Cloud? Reliability Productivity Abstraction All of the mentioned

9

_____ has many of the characteristics of what 

is now being called cloud computing. Internet Softwares Web Service All of the mentioned

10

Cloud computing is an abstraction based on 

the notion of pooling physical resources and 

presenting them as a ________ resource. real virtual cloud

11

Which of the following is Cloud Platform by 

Amazon? Azure AWS Cloudera

12

In a ____________ scheme, the VM is 

installed as a Type 1 Hypervisor directly onto 

the hardware. paravirtualization full virtualization emulation

13

Which of the following service provider 

provides the least amount of built-in security? Saas PaaS IaaS All

14

Point out the correct statement:

Different types of cloud 

computing service models 

provide different levels of 

security services

Adapting your on-premises 

systems to a cloud model 

requires that you 

determine what security 

mechanisms are required 

and mapping those to 

controls that exist in your 

chosen cloud service 

provider

Data should be transferred 

and stored in an encrypted 

format for security purpose All of the above

15

Users should be able to provision resources 

automatically, without requiring human 

interaction Broad network access. On-demand self-service. Resource pooling. measusered Service

16

The main objective in building the multi-

microprocessor is greater throughput enhanced fault tolerance

greater throughput and 

enhanced fault tolerance none of the mentioned

17

A multiprocessor operating system should 

perform

a mechanism to split a task 

into concurrent subtasks

optimize the system 

performance

handling structural or 

architectural changes all of the mentioned

18

A multiprocessor operating system must take 

care of

authorized data access and 

data protection

unauthorized data access 

and data protection authorized data access data protection

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/computer-organization-microcomputer-system/


19

What are the different ways in which clients 

and servers are dispersed across machines?

Servers may not run on 

dedicated machines

Servers and clients can be 

on same machines

Distribution cannot be 

interposed between a OS 

and the file system

OS cannot be 

distributed with the 

file system a part of 

that distribution

20

What are characteristic of a Distributed File 

System? Fault tolerance Scalability Heterogeneity of the system Upgradation

21 What is networked virtual memory? Caching Segmentation RAM disk None of the mentioned

22

What are not the characteristics of a 

Distributed File System?

login transparency and 

access transparency

Files need not contain 

information about their 

physical location No Multiplicity of users No Multiplicity if files

23 Distributed systems are designed to run serial process parallel process serial and parallel process none of the mentioned

24

A distributed operating system must provide a 

mechanism for

intraprocessor 

communication

intraprocess and 

intraprocessor 

communication

interprocess and 

interprocessor 

communication

interprocessor 

communication

1

As in a traditional Linux system, Android’s 

first user-space process is__________, which 

is the root of all other processes.

init start end load

2

Applications interact with the operating system 

through calls to libraries provided by it, which 

together compose the Android ____________.

Library Collection Framework Package

3

The ___________ manager rides herd on 

power usage throughout the system.
Power Electric Battery Cell

4

Applications interact with the operating system 

through calls to libraries provided by it, which 

together compose the Android ____________.

5

________ OS specifically designed for 

smartphones and tablet computers Android Raspberry pi Ubuntu fedora

6 Android is developed by the __________ microsoft ibm open handset alliance google

7

Applications are implement in _____ language 

in android python perl c java

8 DVM stands for Java VM Dalvik VM Jam VM Hotspot

9

______ files are generated after .class files 

compiled .exe .apk .dex .obj

10

In android there are total _______ major 

drivers 20 10 15 12

11

______ is a new feature added by Android for 

managing how the system goes to sleep Wake locks Sleep locks Power Saver lock none of the above

Unit-5



12 In amdroid _____ space is not available swap disk partition file partition none of the above

13

There are _________ layers in Binder IPC 

Architecture in android 2 4 6 3

14

Android Interface Definition Language is a 

_______ tool Interpreter GUI Interface Interface compiler Programing language

15

______ is the part of Android that keeps track 

of all application packages. file manager package manager download manager api manager

16

When an android application is installed a new 

unique linux  ______ is created for it index id process id user id application id

17

In android a term used to  isolates our app data 

and code execution from other apps is know 

as______ xgamebox xbox guibox sandbox

18 UID zero represent _____ user in android root group guest anonymous

19 UID 1001 represent _____ service wifi telephony bluetooth network

20

In Linux, Kernal subsystem is divided into ___ 

main components 
4

3 2 5

21

In Linux Operating System all I/O operations 

are integrated under a __________ Hierarichal File System Network File System Index File System  Virtual File System

22

Linux,computer operating system created in 

the early 1990s by________  Linus Torvalds Nils Torvalds  Leo Torvalds Sara Torvalds

23

__________is the techinque used to protect a 

critical section in Linux spinlock keylock waitlock busylock

24

Directories can be created with the command 

________  makedir  crdir   mkdir createdir

25

In Linux OS the command line  interface is 

called as ____________ cmd shell prompt terminal

26

The heart of Linux implementation of threads 

is a new system call _______ which is not 

present in any other version of UNIX create() fork() clone|() exec()

27

________ command search a file for some 

pattern cat grep cp cut

28 The Linux scheduler is ________ preemptive non-preemptive both none

29 Linux uses a _________ level paging scheme 2 4 5 3

30 GRUB stands for________ Grand Uinified Bootloader Grand Unique Bitmap Grand Unified Bitmap

Grand Uniterupt 

Bootloader

31

A ________process is a process whose 

execution is completed  but it still has an entry 

in the process table Suspended Terminated Zombie Wait State

32

Linux divides the devices into _____ 

categories 5 3 4 6

33 i-node number means _______ index number instruction number interruption number all of the above



34

_______ is the command and system call 

which is used to change the access permissions 

of file system objects cmd cmod chmod ccmod

35

The ____ command is a command-line utility 

for listing the contents of a directory ps dfs fs ls

36

Directories can be removed with 

______command remdir rmvdir rmdir removedir

37

A ___is a filesystem that maintains a special 

file called a journal that is used to repair any 

inconsistencies that occur as the result of an 

improper shutdown of a computer.  journaling filesystem Network File System heirarical file system none of theabove

38

In linux security model is group into 2 

categories, they are_____________ and 

___________ validation and verification

authentication and access 

control authorization and validation

verification and access 

control

39

In Linux the background processes is also 

known as_______ Daemon Zombie multitasking multiprocessing

40

The principal data structure in each volume is 

the___________, which is a linear sequence of 

fixed-size 1-KB records.

Most File Table Master Flat Tube Main File Time Master File Table

41

The __________ program first copies itself to 

a fixed high-memory address to free up low 

memory for the operating system.

Load Boot Init Start 


